Statement of Account
From:
Member #:

4/01/18 to 4/30/18
99945

House shopping this spring or summer? Make SCCU
your first stop! Discuss loan options, analyze
your budget, and consider pre-approval before you
search for your dream home. Visit your nearest
branch or call us to discuss mortgages today!

VERITY & CO. LLC
2525 S MIDDLE RIVER RD
SOUTH RANGE, WI 54874-8975

MEMBERSHIP SUMMARY INFORMATION FOR MEMBER # 99945 AS OF 4/30/18
Suffix
000

Account Description
MEMBERSHIP SAVINGS

Beginning
Balance
9,862.47

Total Debits

Total Credits

Ending Balance

Last Tran

8,000.00

1.02

1,863.49

4/28/18

000: MEMBERSHIP SAVINGS
Year-to-Date Divd Paid:

$3.35

Transaction Detail
Date
Transaction Type
ID Transfer Acct
4/01/18
* Beginning Balance *
4/07/18
PC CU TRANSFER
XXXXXXX25-080
LINDSEY L JOHNSON
4/28/18
PC CU TRANSFER
XXXXXXX25-080
LINDSEY L JOHNSON
4/30/18
SHARE DIVIDEND
Your Annual Percentage Yield Earned (APYE) is 0.15% based on an Average
Balance of $8,362.47 for the 30 day period ending 4/30/18
4/30/18
** Ending Balance **

Deposit

Withdrawal
$1,000.00-

Balance
$9,862.47
$8,862.47

$7,000.00-

$1,862.47

$1.02

$1,863.49
$1,863.49

Disclosures
Loan number(s) followed by an asterisk (*) are open end credit accounts. With regard to those accounts, the balance subject to interest rate (shown in
the "Balance" column) is the unpaid balance each day after credits are subtracted and the new advances or charges are added. The Finance Charge is
computed on the daily outstanding balance by applying the daily periodic rate to the balance for the exact number of days such balance remains
outstanding. The outstanding balance is shown in the columns marked balance and the daily periodic rate is disclosed after the account number. The
ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE, which is determined by multiplying the Daily Periodic Rate by the number of periods in the year (365), is likewise
disclosed after the account number.
Your savings are federally insured to at least $250,000 and backed by the full faith and credit of the United States Government.

